Growth yield homeostasis in respiring yeast is due to a strict mitochondrial content adjustment.
In living cells, growth is the result of coupling between substrate catabolism and multiple metabolic processes taking place during net biomass formation and cell property maintenance. A crucial parameter for growth description is its yield, i.e. the efficiency of the transformation from substrate consumption to biomass formation. Using numerous yeast strains growing on different respiratory media, we have shown that the growth yield is identical regardless of the strain, growth phase, and respiratory substrate used. This homeostasis is the consequence of a strict linear relationship between growth and respiratory rates. Moreover, in all conditions tested, the oxygen consumption rate was strictly controlled by the cellular content of respiratory chain compounds in such a way that, in vivo, the steady state of oxidative phosphorylation was kept constant. Thus, the growth yield homeostasis depends on the tight adjustment of the cellular content of respiratory chain compounds to the growth rate. Any process leading to a defect in this adjustment allows an energy waste and consequently an energy yield decrease.